
AAE 2nd GRADE LESSON PLANS
November 28 - December 2, 2022⚓ TERM: 2 WEEK: 7

Mrs. Smith
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

Morning
Work:

ELA and Math Spiral
Review

Morning
Work:

ELA and Math
Spiral Review

Morning
Work:

ELA and Math
Spiral Review

Morning
Work:

ELA and Math Spiral
Review

Morning
Work:

ELA and Math Spiral
Review

Project Read Unit 27: Cutting Pattern vcccv and vccccv
Spelling Words: whisper, instructor, mistake, hundred, suppose, trombone, grandstand,
explode, lampshade, music, (Skill review…today, rain, boat, bowl, team, meet, tie, Joe, fudge,
note)

Sentence Dictation:
1. Today the whisper of the rain helped me to relax.
2. We sat in the grandstand and looked for the trombone man.
3. They made a mistake that made the lampshade red.

Assessments
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

Math Ninja 2.7

Math Quiz 2.7
(Lesson 12)

ELA MPT 2.7

Language Quiz
2.7 (Shades of

Meaning)

Spelling Quiz 2.7

MATH WHOLE GROUP (7:30-8:30)
Mississippi College and Career Readiness Standards:

2.NBT.A.1 - Understand that the three digits of a three-digit number represent amounts of
hundreds, tens, and ones; e.g., 706 equals 7 hundreds, 0 tens, and 6 ones. Understand that
following as special cases:

a. 100 can be thought of as a bundle of ten tens - called “hundred”.
b. The numbers 100, 200, 300, 400, 500, 600, 700, 800,900 refer to  one, two, three, four,

five, six, seven, eight, or nine hundreds (and 0 tens and 0 ones).



2.NBT.A.3 - Read and write numbers to 1000 using base-ten numerals, number names, and
expanded form.

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

Daily Target
Question:

How can I
understand

three-digit numbers?

How can I
understand
three-digit
numbers?

How can I
understand
three-digit
numbers?

How can I
understand

three-digit numbers?

How can I
understand

three-digit numbers?

Materials
Needed:

base-ten blocks,
hundreds

place-value charts,
200 charts,

open number lines

base-ten blocks,
hundreds

place-value charts,
200 charts,

open number lines

Anticipatory
Set

Understanding
Three-Digit Numbers

Use Hundreds, Tens,
and Ones

Kahoot

Lesson
Vocabulary

hundreds -
groups of 10

place value -
the value
assigned to a
digit based on
its position in
a number. For
example, the 2
in 324 is in the
tens place and
has a value of
2 tens or 20

digit - a
symbol used
to write
numbers

ones- single
units or
objects

skip-count -
count by a
number other
than ones,
such as by
twos, fives,

TTW introduce the
lesson by playing the

“Understanding
Three-Digit Numbers”

video.

Lesson 12, Session
1: EXPLORE, pp.

307-310

Using the MODEL IT
problems on p.
307,TTW tell

students that they are
going to use what

they know about tens
and one to think
about showing

numbers in different
ways.Clarify the task
and have students

complete the
problems.

Ask: How do the
models for 90 show
that 90 is 90 ones or

9 tens?

Ask: Is it easier to
count to100 by tens

than by ones?

Ask: How do you
know that 100 has 10

Lesson 12,
Session 2:
DEVELOP

Understanding of
Three-Digit

Numbers, pp. 311 -
314

TTW allow students
to work with a

partner to answer
problems 1 - 4 on p.
311. As they work,

have students
identify the models
in the problem and

what they
represent. When

reviewing the
problems…

Ask: What type of
numbers will you

represent?  (3-digit
numbers)

Ask: How does the
model for 325 help
you show 325 in a
different way? Why

are there boxes
around some of the
tens in the second

model?

Lesson 12,
Session 3:

REFINE Ideas
about Three-Digit
Numbers, 315-316

TTW guide the
students through
the Refine lesson,

looking for
understanding of

three-digit numbers
and providing
support where

needed.

Independent :
Lesson 12 Quiz

Lesson 13,
Session 1:

EXPLORE Reading
and Writing
Three-Digit

Numbers, pp. 319 -
322

TTW introduce the
lesson by showing
the “Use Hundreds,

Ten, and Ones”
video.

Using the CUBES
method, TTW lead

the students in
analyzing and

solving the TRY IT
problem on p.319.

Using the
CONNECT IT

activities on p. 320,
TTW look for

understanding of
place value and how

to write three digit
numbers in

expanded form.

TTW lead the
students in

completing the

Lesson 13, Session
2: DEVELOP Finding

the Value of
Three-Digit

Numbers, pp.
323-326

Using the CUBES
method, TTW lead the
students in analyzing
and solving the TRY
IT problem on p. 323.
Continue on p. 324

discussing the various
strategies that could
be used to solve the
problem. Then, on p.

325, use the
CONNECT IT

activities to check for
understanding in how
to identify the place

value of a given
three-digit number.

Allow students to work
in pairs to solve the
APPLY IT problems
on p. 326. Provide

assistance and
support as needed,
then review each

problem and solution.

https://login.i-ready.com/lessonPreview.jsf?componentId=DI.MATH.NO.2.6000.10&sc=q
https://login.i-ready.com/lessonPreview.jsf?componentId=DI.MATH.NO.2.6000.10&sc=q
https://login.i-ready.com/lessonPreview.jsf?sc=q&componentId=DI.MATH.NO.2.6100.10
https://login.i-ready.com/lessonPreview.jsf?sc=q&componentId=DI.MATH.NO.2.6100.10
https://create.kahoot.it/details/2e1522d2-d183-4b38-83b8-1191af1e273f


tens, or
hundreds

tens- groups
of 10 ones

Lesson 13

Expanded
form - a way a
number is
written to
show the
place value of
each digit. For
example, 249
+ 200 + 40 + 9

more ones or 1 more
10 than 90?

Continue on p. 308
using the MODEL IT

problems. Then using
their knowledge of

hundreds, guide the
students in

completing the
graphic organizer on

p. 309.

Working with a
partner, have them

complete the practice
problems on p. 310

Independent
Practice:

Supplemental
practice page

Continue on p. 309
clarifying the task
and have students

complete the
problems.  As

students work, have
them explain how
each place-value
chart represents a
three-digit number.

Ask: How is writing
hundreds, tens, and
ones in each chart

and adding
hundreds + tens +

ones alike?

CONNECT IT -
TTW lead the

students in
answering

questions 7 and 8.

Independent
Practice: pp.

313-314 /
Supplemental
Practice page

“place value”
graphic organizer on
p. 321, working with

a partner, TSW
solve problems 3
and 4, with the

teacher providing
support as needed.

Independent
Practice:

Supplemental
Activity Sheet

Independent:  TTW
complete pp. 327-328.

Monday
Art

Tuesday
PE

Wednesday
PE

Thursday
Library

Friday
Music

MATH SMALL GROUPS  (9:25 - 10:00)
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

Group 1:
Group 2:
Group 3:
Group 4:

Meet with Teacher: Review money, telling time, two-step word problems
At Your Seat: Place Value activity
Technology: iReady Math
Hands On: Manipulatives: place value practice using dice
Early Finisher: Epic/AR

Phonics (10:30-10:50)
Mississippi College and Career Readiness Standards:

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday



Materials
Needed:

Anchor Chart Paper,
Interactive Notebooks,

Thinking Maps, etc

Anchor Chart Paper,
Interactive

Notebooks, Thinking
Maps, etc

Anchor Chart Paper,
Interactive

Notebooks, Thinking
Maps, etc

Anchor Chart Paper,
Interactive

Notebooks, Thinking
Maps, etc

Anchor Chart Paper,
Interactive Notebooks,

Thinking Maps, etc

Bellringer:

Anticipatory
Set:

TSW interact
with their

spelling words
using various

activities
during center

time.

Sight Word
Links

Unit 28: Skill:
Syllable Division -

VCCCV Cutting
Pattern

TTW introduce the
words for this week

and lead the students
in finger spelling,
syllabication, and
discussion of their

meanings.

Review the two
previous cutting

patterns (vccv- cut
between the two cc,
and vcv usually cut
after the first vowel,

but there may be
times where you cut

after the vowel)
Introduce and display

the new cutting
pattern and where it
will usually be cut -

after the first
consonant.( Ex.

sub/tract) Practice air
writing the new

cutting pattern and
use the cutting
pattern on the

following words in
Lesson 35: Activity

1
(whisper, instructor,
mistake, hundred,

suppose)

Sentence Dictation
Practice: (Discuss

spelling and parts of
speech.)

The lovely man was
dressed very nicely.

Supplemental
Spelling Activity

Unit 28: Skill:
Syllable Division -

VCCCV Cutting
Pattern

TTW lead the
students in cutting
into syllables, and

marking the
following words:

trombone,
grandstand,

explode,
lampshade

Sentence
Dictation Practice:
(Discuss spelling

and parts of
speech.)

The trombone was
played loudly in the

band.

Independent
Practice:  Students

may work with a
buddy to solve the
crossword puzzle.

Supplemental
Spelling Activity

Unit 28: Skill:
Syllable Division -

VCCCV Cutting
Pattern

TTW lead the
students is a
review of this

week’s words using
the finger spelling

/syllabication
routine.

Sentence
Dictation

Practice: (Discuss
spelling and parts

of speech.)
How will I know the
boat is coming to

get me?

Supplemental
Spelling Activity

Unit 28: Skill:
Syllable Division -

VCCCV Cutting
Pattern

TTW lead the
students in a review

game, Spelling
Word Relay, to

prepare them for
tomorrow’s test.

(Divide the class into
small groups of 3 or
4 students and give
each group a piece
of notebook paper,

pencil, and
clipboard. Say a

spelling word and
then tell the students

to “GO!” Each
student in the group
will write one letter
in the word. When
they get the word

completed they are
to raise their hand.
Check to see if the

word is written
correctly and give a

point to the first
group to have the

word spelled
correctly.)

TSW work in small
groups of 3-4 and
complete Lesson

35: Activity 4
Check answers and
reward groups who

got the most correct.

Supplemental
Spelling Activity

Unit 28: Skill:
Syllable Division -

VCCCV Cutting
Pattern

TTW administer
Spelling Test 2.7

and Sentence
Dictation.



GRAMMAR/LANGUAGE ARTS (10:50-11:11)
Mississippi College and Career Readiness Standards:

L.2.5b Distinguish shades of meaning among closely related verbs (e.g., toss, throw, hurl) and closely
related adjectives (e.g., thin, slender, skinny, scrawny).

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

Daily Target
Question:

How can I identify
shades of meaning?

How can I identify
shades of
meaning?

How can I identify
shades of
meaning?

How can I identify
shades of meaning?

How can I identify
shades of meaning?

Materials
Needed:

Chromebook, pencil,
iReady Reading book

Chromebook, pencil,
iready reading book

Chrome book,
pencil, iready
reading book

Chrome book,
Pencil, iready reading

book

Chrome book,
Pencil, iready reading

book

Anticipatory
Set:

TTW put these words
on the board

giant, enormous,
large, quiet, big

TTW tell the kids that
you want to tell them
to choose a word that
doesn’t belong with
the others, and they

have to give a reason
WHY.

TTW have students
share with a partner

what word they chose
and why, and choose

a few students to
share with the whole

group.

TTW let students
share those
alternative

possibilities, bringing
the focus back to a

discussion about why
quiet doesn’t belong.

Use their ideas to
lead into an

introduction of
shades of meaning,
and the explanation

that there can be
more than one word
to describe the same

thing in varying
degrees.

TTW pull up
https://docs.google.c
om/presentation/d/1
KcmqrEXWtHirFc6K
syxDswsZWRb55HP
bGyjtkgvMjU4/edit#sl
ide=id.p3 Toothy to
go over Shades of

Meaning.

TTW pass out
gameboards for

students and
different colored

counters.

TSW be paired with
a partner.

This is like bingo.
The game is over

when a row is
covered.

TSW who win first
will receive candy for

a prize.

TSW work on Cut
and Paste Shades of

Meaning words
independently.

TTW pass out
worksheets where

students will make a
“Folder book”.

TSW  fold the solid
line, cut on the

dotted line, and glue
the vocabulary

words under each
flap in order of

intensity. So from
least intense to most

intense word.

Example: Big =
Enormous

TSW complete their
interactive notebook

by using the flip
book to add stronger

words to the ones
chosen. Flip the

given words up and
write a stronger

word with the similar
meaning.

TTW have students
work on Shades of
Meaning worksheet
where they will circle
the correct word to

complete the
sentence.

TTW pass out task
cards to everyone.

TTW have students
answer the questions

on Shades of
Meaning. It is the
vocabulary part.

This can be done in
the whole group, but

let them do it
independently first.

TTW go over the task
cards with the

students.

TTW call on students
to read the question,

then answer the
question.

We can play popcorn
for this. Students love

to play popcorn.

TTW have students
write the words from
weakest to strongest.

TTW have students
play Kahoot:

https://create.kahoot.i
t/details/99b23de4-97
5a-4e0a-85db-3757e

d737ecf

TTW remediate from
over the week.

TSW take their 2.7
Quiz on Shades of

Meaning.

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1KcmqrEXWtHirFc6KsyxDswsZWRb55HPbGyjtkgvMjU4/edit#slide=id.p3
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1KcmqrEXWtHirFc6KsyxDswsZWRb55HPbGyjtkgvMjU4/edit#slide=id.p3
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1KcmqrEXWtHirFc6KsyxDswsZWRb55HPbGyjtkgvMjU4/edit#slide=id.p3
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1KcmqrEXWtHirFc6KsyxDswsZWRb55HPbGyjtkgvMjU4/edit#slide=id.p3
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1KcmqrEXWtHirFc6KsyxDswsZWRb55HPbGyjtkgvMjU4/edit#slide=id.p3
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1KcmqrEXWtHirFc6KsyxDswsZWRb55HPbGyjtkgvMjU4/edit#slide=id.p3
https://create.kahoot.it/details/99b23de4-975a-4e0a-85db-3757ed737ecf
https://create.kahoot.it/details/99b23de4-975a-4e0a-85db-3757ed737ecf
https://create.kahoot.it/details/99b23de4-975a-4e0a-85db-3757ed737ecf
https://create.kahoot.it/details/99b23de4-975a-4e0a-85db-3757ed737ecf


TTW give students a
shades of meaning

anchor chart.

TTW explain that
Shades of meaning

refer to words that can
describe what we are

feeling or thinking.
They help us to see
which word shows a
stronger meaning.
Shades of meaning

are good ways to get
your point across. It
shows what you are

thinking or feeling and
it makes your writing

stronger.

TTW have students
turn to their iready

Reading books to page
448.

TSW try it out first,
followed by the

teacher going over it in
whole group.

TSW work
independently on

“Shade of Meaning”
Worksheet.

TSW draw a line from
the set of words to the
word that has a similar

meaning.



(10:00-11:00)

Whole Group

Activity

Small Group

Activity

Independent

Supplemental Work

(10:00-11:00)

Whole Group

Gameboard/Bingo

Small Group

Folder Book

Independent

Supplemental Work

(10:00-11:00)

Whole Group

Activity

Small Group

Interactive Notebook
Continued Folder

Book

Independent

Supplemental Work
Continue Interactive

Notebook

(10:00-11:00)

Whole Group

Activity

Small Group

Kahoot

Independent

Supplemental Work

(10:00-11:00)

TTW remediate.

Quiz 2.5

Read AR when
finished.

LUNCH AND RECESS (11:15-12:15)

READING WHOLE GROUP (12:15-1:00)
Mississippi College and Career Readiness Standards:

RI.2.5: Text Features

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

Daily Target
Question:

Can I identify text
features?

Can I identify text
features?

Can I identify text
features?

Can I identify text
features?

Can I identify text
features?

Materials
Needed:

Pencil, iReady, Anchor
Charts

Pencil, iReady,
Anchor Charts

Pencil, iReady,
Anchor Charts

Pencil, iReady,
Anchor Charts

. Pencil, iReady,
Anchor Charts

Bellringer: None. None. None. None. None.

Anticipatory
Set:

Iready
Lessons:

11

Academic
Vocabulary:

Captions
Bold Print

Subheadings
Text Features

Modeled
TTW explain to

students that this
lesson they will be
learning about text

features.

TTW explain that text
features help us
understand texts

better.

TTW have students
read and look for text
features on pg. 174.

Modeled

TTW say “Today we
will read a history

article that has text
features. We will
read it twice. The

first time you read,
read to understand.
The second time,

we will read to look
for text features.”

TSW read the text
the first time, and

TTW ask

ELA MPT 2.7 Guided

TTW guide students
through the

interactive tutorial:
Use Text Features

Part 1, Level A

https://login.i-ready.c
om/lessonPreview.js
f?componentId=DI.E
LA.COM.1.1014.10&

sc=q

Independent

Modeled

TTW say “Today we
will read a magazine
article and search for

text features.”

TTW review what
bold print,

subheadings, and
captions are.

TSW read the article
once to understand

the text.



Partners

TTW have students
work in pairs to

complete the chart on
pg. 175.

TSW explain how
captions, bold print,
and subheadings
help a reader to
understand text

better.

Independent

TSW complete a
quick write on the

question:

“Which text feature
was the most helpful

to you? How did it
help you understand

igloos better?”

comprehension
questions to check
for understanding.

Guided

TSW read the text a
second time, and

TTW guide them in
identifying text
features and

circling them in the
article.

TTW ask students
questions to

complete the chart
on pg. 177

Partners

TSW Turn and Talk
with a partner to

discuss which text
feature helped them

the most in
understanding the

article.

Independent

TSW write a short
response on which
text feature helped
them to understand
the meaning of the

word “sod.”

TTW check for
understanding.

TTW assign “Use
Text Features Part

1, Level B” to
students on iReady.

TSW complete the
assignment

independently, and
TTW pull students
for remediation.

Guided

TTW ask students
comprehension

questions to check
for understanding.

TTW have students
reread the text.

Partners

TSW work with a
partner to complete

the close reader
habit and questions

on pg. 179.

Independent

TSW complete the
short response on

pg. 181.

“How do subheading
make it easier to find

the fact in the
magazine article?”

VOCABULARY WHOLE GROUP (1:00-1:30)
Mississippi College and Career Readiness Standards:

RI.2.4. Determine the meaning of words and phrases in a text relevant to a grade 2 topic or subject area.

Materials
Needed

Pocket Chart,
Sentence Strips,

Chart paper,
Marker, word cards,
introduction story,

Pocket Chart,
Sentence Strips,

Chart paper,
Marker, word cards

Pocket Chart,
Sentence Strips,

Chart paper,
Marker, word cards

Pocket Chart,
Sentence Strips,

Chart paper,
Marker, word cards

Pocket Chart,
Sentence Strips,

Chart paper,
Marker, word cards

Vocabulary: TTW review
vocabulary words

with students and ask
for synonyms and

examples of
vocabulary words.

TSW independently
read the vocabulary
passage, and TSW

underline
vocabulary within.

TTW guide
students in

TSW complete
supplemental activity.

TSW complete
supplemental

activity.



answering
comprehension

questions about the
vocabulary words.

WRITING WHOLE GROUP (1:00-1:30)
Mississippi College and Career Readiness Standards:

W.2.2: Write informative/explanatory texts in which they introduce a topic, use facts and definitions to develop
points, and provide a concluding statement or section

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

Daily Target
Question:

What is Informational
writing?

What is
Informational

writing?

What is
Informational

writing?

What is
Informational

writing?

What is
Informational

writing?

Materials
Needed:

Google Slides,
Tiger Information

Anchor Chart,
Tiger Facts
Worksheet,

Pencil

Google Slides,
Tiger Sentences

Worksheet,
Pencil

Google Slides,
Tiger Cut-Out,

Tiger Facts Sheet,
Pencil

Google Slides,
All About Tigers

Book,
Pencil

Google Slides,
Sheet of Paper,

Pencil,
Crayons

Bellringer: None None None None None

Anticipatory
Set:

National Geographic
Readers: Tigers

Wild Kratts -
Explore India! |

Kids Videos

How Tiger Got His
Stripes (Animated
Stories for Kids)

Tigers for Kids:
Learn All About

Tigers - FreeSchool
N/A

(1:00-1:30)

TSW watch National
Geographic

Readers: Tigers

The student and
teacher will use the
Tiger Facts Anchor
chart to complete

the Tiger facts
worksheet.

(1:00-1:30)

TSW watch Wild
Kratts - Explore

India! | Kids
Videos

The student and
teacher will

complete the Tiger
Sentences
worksheet

(1:00-1:30)

TSW watch How
Tiger Got His

Stripes (Animated
Stories for Kids)

TSW complete  a
Tiger cut-out

activity and the
Tiger Facts Sheet

(1:00-1:30)

TSW watch Tigers
for Kids: Learn All

About Tigers -
FreeSchool

.
TSW complete
their All About

Tigers Book

(1:00-1:30)

TSW write a
paragraph with fact

of what they
learned about a

tiger

Career: Zoologist
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=43Ywlz-J07o

Career:  Biologist - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ev8J-qO1jgg

DCA Remediation Standards: R.I. 2.1 and R.L.2.2
To remediate these standards students will participate in small group, whole group, and individualized time with the

teacher.
Blueberries: JL, IH, JR / Bubbles: CG, EE, CC, CT, SB

READING SMALL GROUP (1:30-2:00)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5v5zzDaPP1M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5v5zzDaPP1M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nPB-Jx4M2tk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nPB-Jx4M2tk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nPB-Jx4M2tk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rf7ascNGbcM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rf7ascNGbcM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rf7ascNGbcM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jEQaRY4YpVo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jEQaRY4YpVo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jEQaRY4YpVo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5v5zzDaPP1M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5v5zzDaPP1M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5v5zzDaPP1M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nPB-Jx4M2tk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nPB-Jx4M2tk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nPB-Jx4M2tk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nPB-Jx4M2tk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rf7ascNGbcM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rf7ascNGbcM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rf7ascNGbcM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rf7ascNGbcM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jEQaRY4YpVo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jEQaRY4YpVo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jEQaRY4YpVo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jEQaRY4YpVo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=43Ywlz-J07o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ev8J-qO1jgg


Mississippi College and Career Readiness Standards:

Group 1:
Group 2:
Group 3:
Group 4:

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

Read with Teacher: composition passages (differentiated)/ phonics review and enrichment
Enjoy a Book: AR
At Your Seat: IReady (Blueberry students will be working on their blue lessons)
Daily Word Practice: Spelling Choice Board /Vowel Teams/ activities and vocabulary activities
Early Finisher: AR

Science (1:00-1:30)
L.2.3A- Students will demonstrate an understanding of the interdependence of living things and the
environment in which they live.

Explain to students that for our science lesson today, we will be learning how animals and plants work together in their
environment.
Ask students if they have ever seen a bee or a butterfly on a flower.
Tell students that when bees and other insects drink nectar from flower to flower, they spread something called pollen.
Explain to students that we are going to be talking about pollination today.
Have students come to the carpet and read the book “Pollination” by Dona Herweck on GetEpic.
Ask students besides what was mentioned in the book, can they think of any more pollinators?
Pass out construction paper and have each student draw a flower, making sure they include a circle in the middle.
Pass out chalk and have each student color in their circle with a different color chalk (can split students into groups).
Give each student one cotton ball, and have them rub it in their chalk.
Allow the students to get up and move around their group, rubbing their cotton ball in their classmates' chalk.
Ask students how this activity shows how animals and plants work together in their environment. What does pollination
cause to happen?
End the lesson with the Magic School Bus episode “Goes to Seed.” https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hNRFKGoTpxI

Computer Science
Friday: That’s Private
Standards:

● IC.1A.3—Keep login information private and log off devices appropriately.

Materials:
● Teacher:

○ Computer
○ Projector/smartboard with sound
○ That's Private! Lesson Plan
○ That's Private Slides
○ Common Sense Account

● Student:
○ Computer/tablet with internet access
○ Keep It Private Student Handout
○ Common Sense Account

Purpose:
● The students will recognize the kind of information that is private and understand that they should never give out private

information online.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hNRFKGoTpxI
https://www.commonsense.org/education/digital-citizenship/lesson/thats-private
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/13I7A_0WgnDI9LkkpvrIdIPDyz2GFp2sMif9h5c6sYLw/edit#slide=id.g5e01d08e29_0_0
https://www.commonsense.org/education
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1KuyLZ49aKEc9u6CtIHrnGfc3Vp0ZbO9CtkcIMPO7Aas/edit
https://www.commonsense.org/education


Lesson:
● Learn

○ Define and discuss the term “private.”
○ Begin That's Private Slides

● Explore Online Forms
○ Distribute and complete page 1 of Keep It Private Student Handout.

● Pause and Think
○ Complete page 2 of Keep It Private Student Handout.

● Any remaining time after the Commonsense Education lesson allows the students time to practice keyboarding and using
the mouse by revisiting the links from previous lessons.

DISMISSAL (2:00-2:15)

Weekly Homework
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

Spelling HW Spelling Choice
Board

Spelling Choice
Board

Spelling Choice
Board

Spelling Choice
Board

NONE

Reading HW Read for 15 minutes Read for 15
minutes

Read for 15
minutes

Read for 15 minutes NONE

Vocabulary
HW

Study 15 minutes Study 15 minutes Study 15 minutes Study 15 minutes NONE

Math HW Iready books Iready books Iready books Iready books NONE

Lesson Plan Disclaimer
Please note that all lesson plans are a tentative outline and are planned a week in advance. They are

subject to change based on the needs of students and progression of the class and/or any unforeseen
disruptions of the learning environment.


